Cambridge University Library received the
entire collection of Roger Law, co-creator of the
TV satire series Spitting Image. The collection
includes original scripts, drawings, recordings
and puppet moulds of famous figures.
Image credit: Syndics of Cambridge University Library

Kresen Kernow, Cornwall’s brand new archive
centre built on the site of the former Redruth
Brewery, opened to the public. The building
features state-of-the-art storage, public
spaces, digitisation and preservation suites.

The Churchill Archives Centre opened up
access to the papers of IVF pioneer Professor Sir
Robert Edwards, after 18 months of cataloguing
and conservation funded by the Wellcome Trust.
Hackney Archives digitised and made available
150,000 photographs by R.A. Gibson Photographic
Studio, recording the changing demographics
of post-war Hackney. The project has helped
the archives build relationships with historically
under-represented parts of the community.
Image credit: Hackney Archives, ref C4608-11

Bristol Archives have also catalogued the
archive donated by Louise Brown, the world’s
first IVF baby. Her mother Lesley Brown
collected the material, which was used in
Louise’s autobiography about their
extraordinary situation.
Image credit: Bristol Archives/Bristol Post, ref 45827/Ph/11
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Manchester Histories led Peterloo 2019, a
programme of over 180 events with community
groups and archive services to commemorate
the 200th anniversary of the Peterloo Massacre.
Image credit: Manchester Central Library

Black Cultural Archives launched
‘Pathways’, a series of events to help more
people from BAME communities find
heritage sector opportunities through CV
writing and interview skills workshops.

The UK Philanthropy Archive, part of
University of Kent’s Special Collections
and Archives, recently received its first
deposit, from Dame Stephanie Shirley.
Hull History Centre built upon its free monthly
LEGO activity, History Makers, by hosting
Warren Elsmore’s Brick History exhibition.
The exhibition highlighted historic moments
through LEGO and attracted over 35,000 visitors.
Image credit: Warren Elsmore

The Sainsbury Archive put almost
100,000 items online for the first time
in their 150th anniversary year.

The Unlocking Our Sound Heritage project,
led by the British Library, established a UK
network of 10 centres of audio archiving
excellence. The project digitally preserved over
100,000 rare and at risk recordings in 2019.

Image credit: The Sainsbury Archive, Museum of London Docklands
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St. Helens Archive Service and GSK Heritage
Archives worked together to digitise their collections
documenting the town’s famous Beecham
company, including extensive advertisements,
site photographs and product examples.
Image credit: GSK and St. Helens Local History and Archives Library

Boots Archive continued to work with Dementia
Friends on reminiscence sessions, in partnership
with medical professionals and academics.
Alongside this, dementia-friendly guidance and
training is being rolled out across Boots stores.
Image credit: Boots Archive

Surrey Heritage supported the Everyday Muslim
project to open up the archives of Britain’s first
purpose-built mosque, the Shah Jahan Mosque
in Woking. They provided specialist advice,
English translations of Urdu correspondence,
and recorded oral history interviews.
Image credit: Surrey History Centre, ref PC/160/ALB1/89

The International Bomber Command Centre
Digital Archive ran an international project to
gather oral histories and memorabilia of
civilians and military personnel on both
sides of the Second World War.

London Metropolitan Archives received 100 in-depth interviews from
the AIDS Since the ‘80s project. Preserving the history of people affected
by AIDS, including those in the LGBTQ+ community, it constitutes
the largest filmed archive of HIV-related testimony in the UK.

Image credit: IBCC Digital Archive

Suffolk Archives produced Home Front
resources and an interactive classroom museum
for Clifford Road Primary School, showing how
the war affected the local area via themes
such as air raids, evacuation and rationing.

The National Theatre Archive produced
an online trailer, ‘Inspiration is Free’, to
showcase the archive service and the
creative potential of its collections.
Image credit: National Theatre Archive
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Plymouth Marjon University became one of the first archives to
join a social prescribing network for GP referrals. Their volunteering
project is designed to help people with long-term unemployment
or mental health issues to access new work and social skills.

The Borthwick Institute launched The
Northern Way project with The National Archives
to make the registers of the Archbishops of
York more accessible and their story of a
nun who faked her own death went viral.

More than 150 archive services have now
achieved Archive Service Accreditation.

Image credit: Borthwick Institute for Archives, University of York

King’s College London and the National Archives
of Madagascar launched the Archives Africa
online catalogue, part of a larger project to
link the archives of every country in Africa.

The Mountain Heritage Trust and
Durham University worked with artists
Stephen and Margaret Livingstone to
recreate historic Himalayan mountain
climbs using 1970s Action Man figures.
Image credit: Mountain Heritage Trust
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